Then I stepped down to give them all the half hour I knew they ex-
pected.
Many questions came and were answered.
The commissioner got to his feet: 'Mr. Wright, we had hoped you
would modify your remarks concerning our new courthouse, or at least
explain them. Will you do this?'
'I will/ I said and proceeded to say:
'Milwaukee's new nine million dollar courthouse belongs to the nine-
teenth not the twentieth century. A great stone mass over steel such as the
building is can be memorial to Milwaukee only as a backwater in civiliza-
tion. Their courthouse can only advertise to posterity that Milwaukee was
neither scholar nor gentleman. No scholar because Milwaukee was ignor-
ant of the current of advanced thought abroad in the world at the time.
No gentleman because regardless of her duty to herself.
'A steel building inside and a stone building outside is an anachronism
inviting destruction/ I said, and turned to leave the hall.
The commissioner, strangely enough, seemed pleased. The audience
was no less so.
The commissioner, on his feet again, said, 'Well then, why not tell us
just what kind of a courthouse we should have had, were we "scholars
and gentlemen".'
So turning back again, I gave them a modern building as I saw it, as it
came to me.
'The solid preparation of solid masses of terraced stone or concrete.
Rising upon this "stylobate" an iridescent light-enmeshing fabric of steel
and glass. All, within, luminous and brilliant. The whole structure light,
free of space and economical of materials. Free in thought, an expression
of our own new opportunity in our own time.' I carried it on into some
detail and delivered the whole to them where they sat for about five
million dollars. More than enough to build it.
I had made it so obvious that the audience broke into applause, includ-
ing the commissioner and his party. And Milwaukee was a closed episode
so far as anybody but Ross was concerned.
So I wrote a note to Ross saying I hoped and believed no harm had been
done to him. I had really meant none. I felt called upon to at last openly
champion the cause to which I had already given everything.
Unfortunately I soon began to find that behind every pseudo-classic
plate-glass window, however small the window, there is some fine, well-
meaning individual to be hit by any brick thrown by anyone. It was the
cause with me however, in this case as ever. Not the man* And Ross, I
think, was intelligent enough to know this. Never before had I thrown a
brick directly at any classic performance. But now it seemed high time to
make that performance a public issue. The modern hat was in the pseudo-
classic ring,
My note to Ross received a gracious reply, *no harm'.
And saying guardedly that he envied the future its coming freedom,
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